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1. Introduction. The numerical solution of elliptic difference equations is

still a very important problem. Indeed, the last several years have seen the

development of many new iterative methods for these problems (see [3],

[4], [5], [6]). In order to compare these methods it is necessary to estimate

the rates of convergence.

In [9] we obtained such estimates for certain multi-line iterative methods.

However, second thoughts on that work have led us to the following con-

clusions:

(a) While the results of [ 9] are all correct, there are some flaws in some

of the proofs given there. These are easily repaired by more careful argu-

ments along the same general lines as the arguments given there.

(b) The results of [ 9] are but a special case of some very general theorems

which apply to many more important problems.

In this work we give a very general (and correct) analysis of certain

aspects of this general estimation problem. This general approach enables us

to discuss Neumann problems as well as Dirichlet problems.

Most of the concepts and arguments used in this work have appeared

elsewhere in the vast literature on elliptic differential operators, finite-differ-

ence approximations to such operators, and iterative procedures for solving

elliptic difference equations. However, there is one very important new con-

cept. Namely, given a sequence of matrices { An\ which arise in these

problems we introduce the concept of a sequence of "splittings" of An which

satisfy property B. This concept is developed in §4. As we will see in §§5, 6

and 7, many of the natural splittings of An do satisfy property B.

In §2 we collect some basic facts from the theory of Hubert space and the

Hubert space approach to elliptic differential operators. §3 is devoted to the

formulation of a very general approach to discrete boundary-value problems.

In §4 we turn to iterative methods and the fundamental theorems on the

asymptotic behavior of certain eigenvalues associated with these methods.

These theorems give formulae of the form
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(1) p ~ 1-AAxAy + o(AxAy),

where A is the minimal eigenvalue of a variational problem associated with

the underlying elliptic operator.

§5 is devoted to a brief discussion of the earlier results of [9] and some

related problems.

In §6 we turn to a Neumann problem and give estimates for the rates of

convergence of certain iterative methods.

In §7 we consider the cyclically reduced equations studied by Hageman

[5]. We obtain a general asymptotic formula for the rates of convergence

of the multi-line iterative methods applied to these equations. As a special

case we verify the conjecture of Hageman that

(1.1) p(rJil) ~l-ph2,       1*2

for the case of the Laplace operator in a square of side -k when Dirichlet

data is prescribed.

One interesting aspect of the analysis in the case of these cyclically re-

duced equations is that we are not given the underlying differential operator

in advance. Rather, one must show that these equations correspond to the

equations which would arise in a particular finite-difference approach to a

problem concerning an elliptic differential operator.

While we have aimed at a clear, essentially independent, exposition, we

do assume that the reader is somewhat familiar with the general theory of

iterative methods for elliptic difference equations. Some of this background

material is contained in [9] and the references found there. A rather com-

plete discussion of these topics is available in Forsythe and Wasow [2],

Varga [11] and Young [12].

2. Preliminaries. Let G be a bounded domain in the (x,y)-plane bounded

by a finite number of "smooth" Jordan curves. Let L2 denote the space of

real-valued measurable functions / defined on G which satisfy

(2.1) ||/||2=   \\     \f\2dxdy< oo.

G

The "inner product" of two functions /, g £ L2 is defined by

(2.1a) (f,g)=  | |   fgdxdy.
G

A sequence of functions j /„} £ L2 is said to converge "strongly" or converge

in norm if there is a function /£ L2 such that
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(2.2) Lim \\fn = 0.

A sequence of functions ) /„ J G L2 is said to converge "weakly" to a function

fEL2 if

(2.2a) Lim(fn,g) = (f,g)

for every gEL2.

The following lemma collects some of the basic facts about convergence in

L2 which we require.

Lemma 1. The space L2 is complete, i.e., if \fn\EL2 and ||/„ —/m|| —»0

as re and /re—> œ, then there is a function f EL2 such that ||/„ — f\\ -+0 as

re —> c».

// a sequence j /„( G L2 converges strongly, then it converges weakly.

If the sequence \fn\EL2 satisfies \\fn\\ á A, for some constant A, iAere is a

subsequence /„- which converges weakly to a function f E L2. Moreover, if

II All """* 11/ II   as rc—'co, iAere the sequence   {/„}  also  converges strongly to f.

Proof. See [10].

A function f EL2 is said to have a strong derivative g in the ¿¡-direction

(df/d£) if there is a sequence of functions fmE CX(G) such that

(2.4) I/.-/I + 0.

Lemma 2. Let \ fn\ EL2be a sequence of functions having strong first deriva-

tives and satisfying

<«     >w-.ÍJ'[(l)!+(f)dxdy^k,       \\fn\\ ̂ k

for some constant k. Then, there is a subsequence j /„- j and a function fEL2

such that

(2.6) ||/n,_/||^0.

Moreover, the function f has strong first derivatives and

"W-//[(S)"+(gdxdy g A.

Proof. This is the Rellich selection theorem. See [l].

Consider the self-adjoint, uniformly elliptic operator

(2.7)
Md       d    .    d   ■   d         d   ,   d          d       d

= — a-1-o-1-b-1-c —,
dx    dx      dx    dy      dy    dx      dy    dy
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where a(x,y), b(x,y), and   c(x,y) E C2(G), i.e., are twice(2)  continuously

differentiate in ü, the closure of G, and satisfy

a > a0 > 0,
(2-7a) ^i     '

ac — b ^a0> 0,

for some positive constant a0.

A function u E L2 is called a "strong" solution of Mu = / (fEL2) if u

has strong second derivatives and Mu = f a.e.

Definition. The space J^of "test" functions is the set of all functions

(¡>EC „ (G) having compact support in G.

Definition. A function u E L2 is called a "weak" solution of Mu = f,

if EU) a

(2.8) (M<b,u) = (<b,f)

for every test function <p E ^~.

Definition. The space H° E L2 of functions which "vanish at the bound-

ary of G" is the set of all functions u EL2 which are the strong limits of func-

tions unEL2 which are zero a.e. in some neighborhood of the boundary

dG of G. The space Hk is the subspace of H° consisting of functions having

strong derivatives of order k.

Remark. It is clear that H° is a closed subspace of L2.

Lemma 3. If uEH° is a weak solution of Mu = f(f EL2), then u is a

strong solution of Mu = f and u is a continuous function on G.

Proof. While this result is well known to those who work in the field of

partial differential equations, there is no ready reference in which these facts

can be found in this precise form. Hence we sketch a proof.

If f(x,y) E Cy(G) then there is a solution u E C2(G) and Mu = f, u = 0

on dG. Moreover, one may easily establish the estimate

(*)
du
Jx

du

dy
íg Al

where the constant k is independent of /. Thus, we have

d2u   .  „.  d2u    .     d2u
a -r-T + 26 ——- + c —-2 = g,

dx dxdy dy

where ||g|| zZ A'||/||, for some constant k' depending only on the functions

a,b,c. On applying the argument of [8, p. 295] we obtain the estimate

( ) It is not essential that we have such smooth coefficients. However, it is convenient to

assume sufficient continuity to avoid the necessity of detailed arguments about fine points.
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(**)
d2U
i    2dx

+
d'U

dxdy
+

dy
Ï k"\\f\\

Now, let f(n) be a sequence of functions in CX(G) converging strongly to /.

Let u(n) be the solution of Mu(n) = f{n), uM £ 77°. Using (*) and (**) it is

an easy matter to obtain the strong convergence of a subsequence u<n ' to a

function u £ 772 which is a strong solution of our problem. Moreover, from

the Sobolev lemma (see [7, p. 655]) u is continuous, and in fact is a uni-

form limit of the subsequence u(n). Moreover, a strong solution is certainly

a weak solution. However, in this case, the weak solution is unique (see

[7, Theorem 1', p. 659]).

Corollary. If uEL2 is a weak solution of Mu = f, /£L2, íAere u is a

strong solution of Mu = / and u is a continuous function on G.

Proof. Consider the function ux = u • f, where f £ J^and f = 1 on a com-

pact subdomain K. Then ux £ H° and Ui is a weak solution of Mux = fxE L2.

Thus ux £ 772 and is continuous on G. However, ux = u on K. Therefore u

is continuous on every compact subset K'.

We now consider eigenvalue problems associated with the operator M. Let

,,„    w.//[.(sy + ,*g+«(g dxdy.

Let Q= Q(x,y) £ C2(G) be a strictly positive function in G, i.e., there is

a q0 > 0 such that

(2.10) Q^q0>0    in G.

We consider two eigenvalue problems.

Dirichlet boundary conditions.

Mu + \Qu = 0    in G,

(2.11) u = 0    ondG,

u^O.

Neumann boundary conditions.

Mu + \Qu = 0    in G,

(2.12) L(1)u = 0    onâG,

UféO,

where

(2.12a) L(1) u = £x(aux + buy) + £2(cuy + bux)
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and (£i,£2) is the normal vector on dG.

Lemma 4. TAere are solutions of (2.11) and (2.12). TAese solutions u are in

C4(G). If A is an eigenvalue of (2.11), then A > 0. If A is an eigenvalue of

(2.12), iAen A ^ 0. Moreover, if j \k\ are the eigenvalues of (2.11) or (2.12)

with associated eigenfunctions j <bk\, then the set j <bk\ is complete in L2.

The minimal eigenvalue of (2.11) is characterized by

(2.13) A = Min B[u]/(u,Qu),

where the minimum is taken over all functions u E H°.

The function u0 = 1 is the only eigenfunction associated with the value A = 0.

TAe next eigenvalue is characterized by

(2.14) A = Min B[u]/(u,Qu),

where now the minimum is taken over all functions uEL2 having strong

derivatives and satisfying

(2.14a) (u0,Qu)=0.

Proof. See [l, Volume II, Chapter 7]. The results for the Dirichlet

boundary conditions are also discussed in [ 13, p. 217].

Remark. For functions uEH\ and the eigenfunction <bk of (2.12) one has

B[u]= - (Mu,u).

Remark. The eigenfunctions 4>k(x,y) of (2.11) or (2.12) may be extended

as continuous functions, in fact continuously differentiable functions, defined

on an open set Í2 D C7.

Remark. Let <bk be an eigenfunction of (2.11). Then there is a sequence

0(m) G C2(ti) so that (f>{m) vanishes outside a compact set Sm E G and

\Wm)-4>k\\ + \B[<t>k\-BW""]\^0    as      m-,«,.

This follows from the fact that these functions are dense in H\.

3. Discrete boundary-value problems. Let the (x,y) -plane be divided into

rectangles by the lines x= mAx,y = JAy. The points (xm,y¡) = (mAxjAy)

together with the points in which dG intersects these lines are called general

mesh points. A mesh region C7(A) is obtained by selecting certain of these

general mesh points subject to the conditions

(C.l) TAere is a constant R > 0 sucA that

Min|P- Q\ <R(Ax + Ay)

for all P E&(h).

(C.2) All of the general mesh points PEG which satisfy
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Min|P- Q\ >R(Ax + Ay),       QEdG,

belong to G(h).

Certain of the points of U(h) are called "interior" points while the re-

maining points are called "boundary" points. The set of interior points is

denoted by G(h) and the set of boundary points is denoted by dG(h). For

consistency, we require

(C.3) PEdG(h) implies that

Min|P- Q\ <R(Ax + Ay),       QEdG.

The mesh region G(h) may be "triangulated" by drawing certain diag-

onals. After this has been done (in some fashion) one may sensibly speak

about the space i&, depending on the triangulation, of piecewise linear,

real-valued functions defined on G(h). Or, more precisely, defined on ^, the

union of all the triangles of (7(A). The functions of ^are defined by their

values at the mesh points of G(h) and the requirement that they be linear over

each triangle.

For any two functions g, /i£ i^we define the "inner product"

(o,\ [g,h} = AxAy Z g(P)h(P).
K°   ' PeG(k)

Definition. A sequence j Gn(h) ¡ = j Gn(h; Axn,Ayn)\ of mesh regions is

said to converge to G if

(a) Axn/Ayn = r, a constant for all re.

(b) Axn —» 0 as re —* oo.

(c) The points of U Gn(h) are dense in G and nowhere dense in the com-

plement of G.

(d) The points of U dGn(h) are dense in dG and nowhere dense in its com-

plement.

(e) There are two positive constants Cx, C2, which are independent of re,

such that

Ci(f,f)ú[f,f]n^C2(f,f), fE&n-

For any function u defined and continuous on an open set Í2 D G we obtain

a function û G £&n by setting

(3.2) û(P) = u(P),       PEGn(h)

provided re is large enough so that G„(h) E Œ- And, for any function u defined

and continuous on G we obtain a function Û! G ¿&n by setting

pi(Ui(
x(P) = u(P),       if PEGn(h)nG,

" i(P) = 0, otherwise.

Definition. A linear operator M„ mapping t&n into i&n is called a con-
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sistent approximation to M over G„(A) if

(3.3) Mn\û](P) = M[u](P) + o(l)    asre^cc

for all P£ G„(A) n G and all u £ C2(0).

Definition. A linear operator Ln mapping i&n into ¿&n is called a con-

sistent approximation to the identity on dGn(h) if

(3.4) Ll[ u](P) = u(P) +o(l)    as re ̂  co

for all PEdGn(h) and all u £ C(U).

Definition. A linear operator L\ mapping t&n into t&n is called a con-

sistent approximation to Lm (see (2.12a) of §2) ore dGn(h) if

(3.5) Lu'[û](P) = L(1,u(P)4-o(l)    asre^co

for all P £ dGn(h) and all u £ Ci(n).

Using these consistent approximations one may consider the discrete

boundary-value problems

Mn[v] = f   inGn(A)

Lnk)[v] = i   on dGn(h),       A = 0,1.

Definition. The subspaces &„, j^,(1) of i^„ are defined by

Ä? = [ v e X; L° o = 0 on aG«(Ä)],

¿f™ = [y£ ¿#,; L> = 0 on 3GB(A)].

We let P*, A = 0,1 denote the projection into ¿^nik), and define

(*) MF-PpM^P™,       A = 0,1.

Definition. The operator M°n mapping i^° into ilC0 is a consistent

approximation to M°, the operator M restricted to 77°, if for every u £ C2(S2)

which vanishes outside a compact set S £ G whose distance to dG is greater

than 2P(Ajc 4- Ay), we have

(3.7) Û £ ¿C

and

(3.7a) M°û= (Mu)"+o(l).

Definition. The operator Mn is a consistent approximation to M1, the

operator M restricted to those functions u satisfying Llu = 0 on dG, if for

every function u £ C2(fi) satisfying L'u = 0 on dG one may construct a

function û2£ i&nx which satisfies

(3.8) MlnU2=(M'u) +o(l)

for all points P £ G„(A) n G whose distance to dG is greater than
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2R(AX + Ay),

and

(3.8a) M\u2= (M1 u)'+ o[(Ax + Ay)-1]

for those points P E Gn(h) whose distance from dG is less than 3R(Ax + Ay).

Moreover, if u vanishes outside a compact set 'S EG, then we require that

û2 = û and (3.8) holds everywhere when n is large enough.

In most cases the operators L(k) have an important property, namely:

given a function v E &n one may construct a function v E £&n which satisfies

(for an arbitrary <p)

Lfv(P) = <b(P),       PEdGn(h)

v(P) = v(P),       PEGn(h).

In such a case, the boundary-value problems (3.6) may be reduced to prob-

lems of the form

(3.9) M(k)[w] = g   in Gn(h).

4. Iterative methods and general estimates. After ordering the points of

Gn(h) the equation (3.9) becomes a system of linear equations of the form

(4.1) A0x=y0,

where A0 is the matrix representation of the operator M{k). Since the ele-

ments of A o are generally unbounded as Axn —» 0 one usually sets

An= - AxnAynAo

Y = - AxnAynYo

to obtain a system

(4.1a) AnX=Y,

where An is the matrix representation of — AxnAynM(k).

One obtains an iteration procedure by "splitting" An in the form

(4.2) An=Tn-Nm

where Tn is nonsingular and T„ ' is relatively easy to obtain. After choosing

an initial guess Xo we obtain X'+1 from relation

(4.2a) TnX"+1 = NnX°+ Y.

Lemma 5. If An is nonsingular, then the vectors X" converge to the unique

solution X of (4.1a) for all initial vectors Xo if and only if

(4.3) p„= Max|A| < 1,

where A is an eigenvalue of
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(4.3a) det \\Tn-Nn\ = 0.

If A„ is singular and there is a solution X of (4.1a), íAere ¿Ais solution X

is not unique. Moreover, the vectors X" converge to a solution X of (4.1a) if and

only if

(4.4) Max | X| ál.

And for all eigenvalues X of absolute value one, we have

(4.4a) X = 1

and the eigenspace of T~xNn associated with the eigenvalue X = 1 is spanned by

the associated eigenvectors. That is, the elementary divisors of T~xNn associated

with the eigenvalue X = 1 are simple.

Proof. See [2].

In the case when A„ is nonsingular we define the rate of convergence of

the iterative method as

- logpn.

In the case when A„ is singular, and the iteration procedure is convergent,

we define

(4.5) ßn= Max|X|,        |X| < 1

and the rate of convergence is

- log Mi-

Let Ç?n and yVn be the operators mapping i&f into iâC* associated with

the matrices Tn and N„, respectively.

Definition. Let j Gn(h) \ be a sequence of mesh regions converging to G.

Let M{k) be a consistent approximation to M(k) over Gn(h). The sequence

of splittings An = Tn — Nn is said to satisfy property B if

(a) The operators sfn are self-adjoint and uniformly bounded, i.e., there is

a constant C2 such that

(4.6) [/.»,/.œUC,[ii,i«]»,       we&T.

(b) There is a Q(x,y) EC2(Q) which is strictly positive, i.e., Q(x,y)

è q0 > 0. When A = 0

(4.7.0) Lim[yKni,wx]n=(<t>,Qw)

whenever 0 G C(Q) and vanishes outside a compact set 2 C G. When A = 1

(4.7.1) Lim \yVj2,wx}n= (<?,Qw)

whenever <b E C2(Q) and satisfies Lx<p = 0 on dG, and wE C(G) C\L2.
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Lemma 6. Let the splitting An= Tn — Nn satisfy property B. Let vin) E ¿&nk)

converge strongly to a function v E C(G) <~) L2. If k = 0, let <j> E C(Q) and

vanish outside a compact set 2 EG. If k = 1, let 0 G C2(Q) and satisfy L1 <f> = 0

on dG. Then, if k = 0

(4.8a) Um[i,JSnv{n)]n=(<t>,Qv),

and if k = 1

(4.8b) Lim [ 02, JYn vM ]„ = (4>, Qv).

Proof. Let î denote <¿ or 4>2. Then, for n large enough 4> E &nh)- Since -/f„

is self-adjoint

[l^nvM]n=[^J,vM]n.

But

[-*nlvM]n=   [^J,0y]n +  [JCJ,VW - Vy]n,

and the lemma follows from the fact that the mesh regions C7„(A) converge

to G (see (e) of §3).

Lemma 6b. Let the splittings An= Tn — Nn satisfy property B. Let vin)

E ¿^nk) converge strongly to a function v G L2. Let <j> E C(Q) vanish outside a

compact set 2 E G. Then

Um[4>,yrnv^]=(4,,Qv).

Proof. If v£ C(G) we "smooth" v to obtain VE CiG). Then can be done

via the Friedrichs mollifiers, see [7]. Then

[lyKvw]~[lyKV] + [l^Ki»M- V)].

By hypothesis,

[*,SnV]^iiQV).

And

\[itJW* -9)]\¿ cm ■ II ̂1 • IK1 - V||.

Letting V—>v, we obtain the desired results.

Lemma 7. Let the mesh regions \ Gn(h) j converge to G. Let Mik) be a consis-

tent approximation to Mik) over Gn(h). Let M{k) be self-adjoint. Let v(n) E ¿^nk)

converge strongly to a function v E C(G) Pi L2. 7/ A = 0, let 0 G C2(Q) and

vanish outside a compact set 2 EG. If k= l,let<t>E C2(Q) and satisfy L(1) <j> = 0

on dG. Let \p = <f> or 02, depending on whether k = 0 or 1. Then

(4.9) Lim [ 0, M{k) vM ]n = (AÍ0, v).

Proof. In either case 0 E &¿k) for n sufficiently large and
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MM = (M<p)    + 0(1)

for P £ Gn(A) Pi G and the distance from P to dG is greater than 2P(Ax 4- Ay),

while

Mnk)î=(M<b)   +o[(A* + Ay)-1]

for P£G„(A) and the distance from P to dG is less than 3P(Ax4-Ay).

The number of points P satisfying this latter condition is 0[(Ax 4- Ay)"1].

Therefore

Lim[M<*>,Mi]n=<Ai<M>.

But

and

[ M<* I vM ]n = [ M « ¿, *]„ + [ M » ¿, („<"> - 0i) ]„.

The lemma now follows from the fact that

[MTÎ,M*m^K
for some constant K and the fact that the mesh regions converge to G.

In many cases, particularly when the difference equations have been

derived from a variational principle, the operators Mnk) satisfy a "coercive-

ness" condition. Namely, there is a constant C3 such that

(4.10a) \[Mnk)v,v]n\iK

implies that

(4.10b) D[v]£C3K,        vE&ik\

where D[v] is the Dirichlet integral of v defined in §2.

Lemma 7b. Let the mesh regions \ Gn(h) \ converge to G. Let M{k) be a consis-

tent approximation to M{k> over Gn(h). Let M{k) be self-adjoint and satisfy a

coerciveness condition.

Let vM E &ik) converge strongly to a function vEL2 while || M„k) v(n) || ^ P

for some constant B. Let <b £ C^G) and vanish outside a compact set 2 £ G.

TAere

Lim [i,Mnk)vM]= (Mcb.v).

Proof. Let us observe that wECx(G) implies that

[Mnk) î>,w]= (M<b,w) + tn,

where

\\en\\2iD[(Mw<p)w].o(l).
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Hence this estimate can easily be extended to the case where D[w] < oo.

However, the coerciveness condition guarantees that there is a constant Pi

so that

D[vM]^Bu

Since M(k) is self-adjoint we have

[lMnk)VM]=  lMnk)4>yn)}

and the lemma follows from the remarks above.

In the case A = 0, the matrix A „is usually nonsingular. We consider this

case first.

Theorem 1. Let the sequence \G„(h) \ converge to G. Let M° be a consistent

approximation to M° over Gn(h). Let An be the matrix representation of

— AxnAynM° and let An= Tn — Nn be a splitting of A„. We assume

(i) The matrices An and Tn are positive definite, hence JWJ, &'„ and Jr1 n are

self-adjoint.

(ii) TAe "splitting" A„ = Tn — Nn satisfies property B. Then

(4.11) pn^l - \AxnAyn + o(AxnAyn),

where A is the smallest eigenvalue of

Mu + AQu = 0    inG,

(4.11a) u = 0   ondG,

UjéO.

Proof. Let <¡>l be the eigenfunction of (4.11a) associated with the minimal

eigenvalue A. Given any e > 0 one may find a function a e C2(Q) having com-

pact support 2 C G so that

(4.12) U-4>1\\ + |P[0|-P|0,]| <t.

Using Lemmas 6 and 7 we find

[MUJ]n=   (M<p,4>) + 0(1),

[J/J,4>]n=   (0,Q0) + O(1).

Using (4.12), and the fact that fa is an eigenfunction, we have

, \MU,i]n= - A(fa,Qfa) + o(l),

\yVni,i}n= (<t>uQ4>x) + o(l).

In this case,

(4.14) Pn = Max \\tnW'W\\       w E &l
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Since S*n = — AxnAynM° + -yf'n, the lemma follows from inserting  (4.13)

into (4.14).

Whenever the splitting An= Tn — Nn satisfies property A (see [12]) and

An and Tn are positive definite one has

(4.15) Pn=Max\^W'W\\       wE XI
[9*nw,w\n

Theorem 2. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 1, let

(iii) TAe operators Ml satisfy a "coerciveness" condition.

(iv) Equation (4.15) applies instead of (4.14). TAen

(4.16) pa~ 1 - AAxnAyn + o(AxnAyn)

where, once more, A is the minimal eigenvalue of (4.11a).

Proof. Under these hypotheses one may easily prove that the iterative

method is convergent, i.e., pn < 1. Let vM E X* be the eigenfunction as-

sociated with pn. Let

(4.17) A„ = [(1 - Pn)/PnAxnAyn] > 0.

The eigenvalue equation may now be rewritten as

(4.17a) M»vw = -K^nvM.

Using Theorem 1 we find that

(4.17b) LimSupA„^A,

while this theorem asserts that Lim A„ exists and

(4.17c) Lim A„ = A.

Assume that (4.17c) is not true. Then there is a sequence (n1) with n1 —> œ

so that

(4.18) LimA„i=A0<A.

We may normalize the eigenfunctions v(n) so that ||f(n)|| = 1. Since the mesh

regions Gn(h) converge to G, there is a constant K such that

[v{n),vM]nz%K.

Since the \-#n\ are uniformly bounded, there is a constant Kx such that

(4.19)
úKy.

Thus, using the Rellich selection principle and condition (iii) of the hy-

pothesis, we may select a subsequence n" so that
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(4.20a) V-^Ao

and the subsequence ¡/" ' converges strongly to a function v £ L2. Moreover,

the uniformly bounded sequence Jrvn.v{n") converges weakly to a function

q E L2. Using Lemmas 6b and 7b we find that q = Qv and v is a weak solution

of

Mv = A0q.

Thus vEC(G) C\L2. Let <bk be the Ath eigenfunction of (4.11a). Let </>(m)

£ C2(i2) be a sequence of functions such that <t>im) has compact support

2m £ G and

||0(m) - **|| 4- |PU(ml]- B[4>k]\ -0    asrei-0.

From (4.17a) and Lemmas 6 and 7 we have

Lim [«T, ACv^]n„ = - AoLim [¿«, A.'»»"*],-
(4.21)

W» = -A0(<pm,Qv).

On letting m —* œ we find that

Ak(<t>k,Qv) = A0(<t>k,Qv).

Thus, A0 = A* for some A. Therefore

A0 ̂  A = minAfc,
(«

which proves the theorem.

Remark. We observe that the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 do not require

that M°n arise in the manner described in §3 and culminating in equation (*).

Indeed the proofs use only the properties (3.7) and (3.7a) of the definition

of a consistent approximation to M°.

Most of the literature concerning iterative methods for elliptic difference

equations is restricted to the case A = 0. Therefore, before developing the

estimates for the case A = 1  we digress to discuss some relevant facts.

Suppose that A„ is positive semi-definite and of the form

(4.22) An=Tn-[Ln + L*n]=Tn-Nn,

where Tn is block diagonal and positive definite while L„ is lower (block)

triangular and L* is its transpose which is upper triangular. This represen-

tation leads to three natural iterative procedures for (4.1a).

Block Jacobi method.

(4.23a) TnX"+l= [Ln + L*n]X"+ Y.

Block Gauss-Seidel method.

(4.23b) (T„-Ln)X"+1 = Ln*X"+ Y.
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Block over-relaxation method. A parameter u¡ > 0 is chosen, and

(4.23c) (Tn - o>L„)X'+1 = [wL: + (1 - w)Tn]X~ + coY.

Lemma 8. If the splitting (4.22) satisfies block property A, then

(a) If X is an eigenvalue of

(4.24a) (AT„-AUX = 0

iAen — A is also.

(b) TAe eigenvalues p of

(4.24b) [M(Tn-LJ-L„*]X = 0

are of the form

1 2
P = A ,

wAere A ¿s an eigenvalue of (4.24a).

(c) TAe eigenvalues o of

\ oiTn - WL») -[o>L*+il- co)Tn] |X = 0

satisfy the equation

(a + a) — 1)   = a)  A  <r,

wAere A ¿s an eigenvalue of (4.24a).

Proof. See [12].

In particular, if A „ is actually singular and the vector e is the only eigen-

vector associated with the eigenvalue zero, then ± 1 are both eigenvalues of

(4.24a). Moreover, e is the only eigenvector associated with + 1 and there is

a unique eigenvector associated with — 1. Thus, the iterative method (4.23a)

does not converge while the iterative methods given by (4.23b) and (4.23c)

do converge, provided

1 ^ cu < 2.

More important, the quantity pn is a function of the quantity tn defined by

rn=Max{^4",

where w E &n and satisfies

[è,s*no>]n= [i^nw]n = o,

where è is the function associated with the vector e.

Theorem 3. Let the sequence of mesh regions j l7„(A) j converge to G. Let

M(n1] be a consistent approximation to M1 over Gn(h). Let An be the matrix
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representation of - AxB A^Mi1' and let A„ = Tn — Nn be a splitting of A„. We

assume

(i) TAe matrix An is positive semi-definite and the only eigenvector associated

with the eigenvalue zero is the vector e — 1, all of whose components are 1.

(ii) The matrix Tn is positive definite.

(iii) The splitting An = Tn — Nn satisfies property B. Let

(4.25) p„ = MaxIL    "——m
[Ç?nW,w}n

where the maximum is taken over all functions w E ¿&n which also satisfy

(4.25a) [&>nw,l\n = 0.

Then

(4.26) Pn^l- AAxnAyn + o(AXnAyn),

where A is the smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue of

Mu + A Qu = 0    in G,

(4.26a) Llu = 0   ondG,

UféO.

Proof. Let a be the eigenfunction of (4.26) associated with A. In general,

02 need not satisfy (4.25a). However, since the splittings satisfy property B

we have

[î,^/nfa}n=0(l).

Therefore

(4.27) [î,^„02]„/[ 1,^1],. = o(l).

Let i E &n be defined by

(4.28) « = 02-  ([Î, &Ji]j[Í, ^n'l]n)  ■ 1

The function $ does satisfy (4.25a) and we may now repeat the argument

of Theorem 1, using 4> as a "test" function.

In a similar way, using such modified test functions, we may modify the

proof of Theorem 2 and obtain

Theorem 4. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3, let

(iv) The operators Mnl) satisfy a coerciveness condition.

(v) An = tn defined above.

Then

pn~l - A AxnAyn + o(Ax„Ay„),
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where, as before, A is the smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue of (4.26a).

Remark. A careful study of the proofs of Theorems 1, 2, 3, 4 reveals that

it is not really essential that the boundary curves of G be smooth (see §2).

Indeed, these theorems are all true if the eigenfunctions <pk of (2.11) and

(2.12) {(4.11a) and (4.26a) j are in C2(G). In that case they may easily be

extended as functions in C2(Q), where Q 2> G. In particular, Theorems 1, 2,

3, 4 are all valid when G is a rectangle.

We conclude this section with one more remark. For computational pur-

poses it is sometimes convenient to work with the matrix

Bn = DAnD,

where D is a positive definite matrix, usually a diagonal matrix. However,

this has no effect on the value of p. For, let Bn= T0 — N0 and

9      T^ToX.X)'

where N0 = DND and T0 = DTD. Then

i     „     (NY, Y)í=MyaX(TÜ)=í'

where Y = DX.

5. Multi-line iterative methods and related results. In this section we return

to the problem considered in [9]. The mesh region G(A) is obtained by taking

all points ixm,y¡) = imAx,JAy) inside G. A point (xm,y¡) G G(A) is called a

boundary point if not all of its eight neighbors are in G. All other points are

called interior points.

The mesh region G(A) is triangulated by drawing all the diagonals with

positive (or negative, it doesn't matter) slope.

The operator M is approximated by the finite-difference operator lh defined

by

(5.1) lh[u]= (Aux)-X+ | \ibux)y+ ibu-x)y+ ibuy)x+ibu-y)-x\ + iC°uy)-y,

where

A(x,y)

(5.1a)

C°(x,y)

while ux and u-x denote forward and backward difference quotients respec-

tively, i.e.,

a[x + -Ax,y],

c[x,y + -Ay
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Vx = -1 I V(x + Ax,y) - V(x,y) \,V,-±\ V(x,y) - V(x - Ax,y) \,
Ax Ax

(5.1b)

Vy = -± j V(*,y + Ay) - Vix,y) \, V-y = -±\ V(x,y) - V(x,y - Ay) \,

for any function V(x, y) defined on G(A).

In this case summation by parts gives

[lh[u],u]= -B0[u],       uE&°,

where

B0[u]

= AxAy£{A(ux)2 + - b[u-xuy+ uxu-x+ uyu-x + uxuy]+ Cu(uy)2\.

Thus, the uniform ellipticity of M shows that (for Ax, Ay small enough) lh

satisfies the "coerciveness" condition over ¿&°.

If one takes Ax„/Ay„ = r and considers a sequence of such mesh regions

G„(A) for which Ax„ —> 0 as re —» oo, one immediately finds that this sequence

converges to G.

The operators L° are taken as the identity operators over i&n.

One may easily verify that the operators M°n defined on ¿&n° by

M°n[u] = k[u]    inGn(h)

= 0        on dGn(h)

are negative definite and are consistent approximations to M° over G„(A).

In [9] we developed the multi-line (A) iterative method associated with

this difference approximation to M. The interested reader is referred to the

details there. However, we note that in that work we worked with the matrix

representation of

(5.2)
AxnAy„

Axn2 -f Ay2n
AxnAynM°n.

Thus, there is a factor of r/(r2+ 1) multiplying all equations in [9].

Since these A-line iterative methods satisfy property A, the dominant

eigenvalue of the Jacobi method (which we denote by Xfi(A)) satisfies con-

dition (iv) of Theorem 2.

Following the development given in [9], we find that

(5.3a) [u,yt/nv}n = 2AyAxY,L
M       '

where
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/,= ~xZ  (Om.i.A+1 + bm-yt,k) Vm-l,»k+lUm,*k
2  (m)

(5.3b) +-ZCmV-»+ium
r   (m)

+ ñL  ("m,**+l + Om+l,»*) 1,«+l,,Hl!ii»,rt'
Z  (m)

In this formula we have used the familiar notation

(5.3c) F(mAxjAy) = FmJ.

If uE C(tt) and vanishes outside a compact set 2 C G and v E C(G) we find

that

(5.4) Ax/,-- ]Cit,vkAy)uit,vkAy)vit,i,kAy)dt + oil),

where the integration is carried out over the intersection of the line y = i>AAy

and the set 2. Since only 1/A of the lines enter into the sum in (5.3a) we

see that

(5.5) [u,jVnv]n= — J   (Cix,y)uix,y)vix,y)dxdy + oil),

i.e., the splittings in the A-line iterative method satisfy property B with

(5.5a) Qix,y) = £rdx,y).

Thus, using Theorem 2, we find, as we found in [9],

(5.6) AÄ(A)«l-^A(Ay)2,

where A is the minimal eigenvalue of

Mu + Acu = 0    in G,

(5.6a) u = 0    on dG,

Uf=0.

If bix,y) = 0, then the point iterative methods also satisfy property A.

If we consider the point Jacobi iterative method we find that condition (iv)

of Theorem 2 is satisfied. Moreover, a direct calculation shows that

(5.7a) [u,yf/nv]n = AxnAyniIy + I2),

where
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11 = — 2-y am+i/2jUmj vm+lj,
(5.7b) _ r

¡■2 — ¿r Z^ Cm,j+\l2^m,jVm,j+U

Thus, the splittings associated with the point iterative method satisfy

property B with

(5.7c) Q = 2¡rc + - a) .

On applying Theorem 2, we find that the dominant eigenvalue for this

method is given by

(5.7d) p^l-^AAxAy,

where A is the minimal eigenvalue of

Mu + A ( re + - a) u = 0 in G,

(5.7e) u = 0 on dG,

u^O.

6. A Neumann problem. Let G be the rectangle

(6.1) G-{(x,y);Xo<x<X1>y0<y<yl|,

and let b(x,y) = 0, i.e.,

if i  \                                     m      d      â        d     d
(6.1a) M = — a-c—.

dx    ox      dy   dy

The mesh region 0(A) is chosen as in §5. We notice that there are four con-

stants m0,mx,J0, and J\ which describe the points of dG(h). That is

(6.2) dG(h) = Si + S2 + S3 + S<,

where

Sx= \(xm,y¡); m = m0,J0 <j <JX\,

S2= \(xm,yj); m0<m <mx,j = J0\,

53= \(xm,y,);m = mx,J0<j <JX\,

S4= \(xm,yj); m0<m < mx,j = Jx\.

Once more the operator M is approximated by

(6.3) lk[u]=(Aux)-x+(C°uy)-y.

The operators Ln" are defined by
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(6.3a) Lnl)[u] = u    inG(A),

(6.3b) (Lnu[ u])„oJ = j- (umo+XJ - umoj) on Sx,

(6.3c) (Lnl,[u])j0,m = — (um,j0+i - um,Jo) onS2,

(6.3d) (Lnl,[u])mhJ = A {umi_yj- umyj\ onS3,

(6.3e) (P»1'[u])ji,m= — {"m.Ji-i - um,ji| onS4.

If u£ C2(ß) and Lw[u] = 0 on dG, then we define

û2(P) = a(P)    ifP£G(A)

and for PEdGwe define û2(P) by, the condition that Lnl>[û2](P) = 0. For

example, if P is the point (xmo,y,) then

(6.4) à2(xmQ,yj) = u(*Bo+1,y;).

Using this definition of û2, we see that Ml1' mapping i&nl into i&nl is a con-

sistent approximation to M1 on dG(h). At all points P in G(A) wAicA do not

have one of their four neighbors on dG(h)

(6.4a) M<u( ù2] (P) - M[ a](P) + o(l).

At those points P in G(A) which do have a neighbor on dG(A) we have

(6.4b) M<u[u2](P) = Af[u](P) + 0(l).

We carry out this computation for a point (jc„^+1,y;-), and for simplicity,

take a = c = 1,

(Mn[ü])mo+xj= —■2\Um0+l,j — 2umo+1j4- "m0+2,;J

+ /.    j2 Î Um0+lJ-l — 2«^+!,; -f Umo+u+i |.

The second term in this expression equals

(Am)    +o(d.
\dy /m0+l,j

Turning to the first term, we observe that

umo+XiJ=umo,j+Ax(^-^J )
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Since idu/dx) = 0 on x = X0 and this formula involves idu/dx) at a point

whose distance from x = X0 is at most 2Ax, we see that

Um0+l,j=Um0,J+OiAX2).

An immediate computation verifies (6.4b).

Note. Although one could have chosen the mesh region so that 3G(A) = dG

in this case, this is not necessary for our analysis. Hence we deliberately con-

sider the more general situation in order to indicate how this analysis could

be extended to a more general region G.

]\ Moreover, — Mn is positive semi-definite and the function e = 1 is the only

function in £&// for which M\[u] = 0.

Once more, summation by parts shows that Mn1] satisfies a "coerciveness"

condition over X1.

Let us now consider the point Jacobi iteration method and the multi-line

(horizontal) Jacobi iteration methods. In both cases the splittings of A„ (the

matrix representation of — AxnAynM„) satisfy property A (assuming the

equations are consistently ordered). Hence, the analysis of §4 shows that

these methods do not converge. However, the corresponding Gauss-Seidel

methods and extrapolated relaxation methods do converge. Moreover, the

rates of convergence of these convergent methods can be determined from

the eigenvalues of the Jacobi procedures.

In order to apply Theorem 4, we must show that these splittings also satis-

fy property B. This is indeed the case. The proof is essentially the same proof

as was given for these methods in §5 for the more general region. The only

possible source of difficulty arises because we are no longer restricted to a

compact subdomain on which both functions (a and v) are uniformly contin-

uous. However, we need only observe that the contribution to [u,sf/nv]n

from a strip near the boundary dG goes to zero.

Thus we obtain

Theorem 5. Let the points of G„(A) be consistently ordered. Consider the

point Gauss-Seidel method applied to the problem

(6.5) M\v = f.

The method is convergent, and the quantity pn defined in §4 is given by

(6.5a) pn = [pn]2,

where

(6.5b) Pn ~ 1 - A AxnAyn + o(Axn Ay„).

In (6.5b) iAe quantity A is the smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue of
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Mu + AÍ rc + - a)u = 0   inG,

(6.6) L1[u]=0   ondG,

UjáO.

Theorem 6. Consider the multi-line (horizontal) Gauss-Seidel method ap-

plied to (6.5a). The method is convergent. Furthermore,

(6.7) Pn=[pn)\

where

k   .,2
(6.7a) Pn~l-^A(Ayny + o(AxnAyn).

In (6.7a) the quantity A is the smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue of

Mu + Acu = 0    inG,

(6.8) L(1)[re]=0   ondG,

u^O.

7. The cyclically reduced equations. Let M have the special form

In 1\ it* d        d d        d
(7.1) M = —a-1-c—•

dx    dx      dy   dy

Let the mesh regions Gn(h) and the operators lh and Ln be chosen as in §5.

Atan interior point (xm,y¡) the operators Ml has the form

(7.2)

n[v\)m,i—  ("T")   \am+U2JVm+lJ —  (am+l/2,j + am_x/2j)vmj — am_x/2fjVm^xj)

+ I ~)    \Cm,j+l/2vm,j+l —  (Cm,j+i/2 + cm,j-i/êVm,j + cm,j-l/2VmJ-i }•

Defintion . The lattice points (xm,yj) E>Gn(h) are divided into two classes,

the red points & and the black points Se (see [12]) defined by

3ê=\(xm,y);m+j = l   (mod2)},

Sé={(xm,y¡);m+j = 0   (mod2)}.

Let the points in Gn(h) be ordered as follows: the black points are enu-

merated first in "typewriter" ordering along the horizontal lines and then the

red points are enumerated in "typewriter" ordering along the horizontal

lines. We consider the discrete boundary-value problem (3.6). Let X = j vmj j

be a vector of unknowns ordered in this way. Then
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(7.4a) X -©•

where XB denotes the vector of unknowns at the black points and XR de-

notes the vector of unknowns at the red points. If A„ is the matrix represen-

tation of — AxnAynM°n (based on this ordering), then A„ has the form

The matrices DB and DR are diagonal matrices. The boundary-value problem

is thus reduced to a system of linear equations of the form

where the vector Y is determined by the functions / and 0.

As we mentioned in §4, for computational purposes it is convenient to con-

sider the equivalent system

(7.5) AnW=Y,

where, having set

r DR   0   I(75a) D-=[„   J-

we define

"B — "n í^nLJn        >

(7.5b) W = Ai/2X,

Y =L»-1/2Y.

Now we find that

<7'6' 2-[-« "/*]■

where IB and IR are the identity matrices over the black points and the red

points respectively.

The significant fact which is emphasized by the form of An and A„ is: rAe

values ofvmJat the black ired) points depend only on the vector Y and the values

of vmJ at the red iblack) points. Thus, one may easily eliminate one set of un-

knowns. To be explicit, we find that

(7.7a) (2/ - An)AnW= (2/ - ÄJ Y

takes the form
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(7.7b) iIB-BXBTX)WB=YB+BX Yfi,

(7.7c) HR - BTXBX) WR = Yfi + BTX YB.

However, one may solve (7.7b) for WB and obtain WR from

(7.7d) Wfi = PirVFB4-Yfi.

This reduction of (7.4c) to (7.7b) is called a cyclical reduction by Hageman

[5] and Varga [11] (see [6] also). The equations (7.7b) are called the cy-

clically reduced equations. Let us consider these equations.

Let

S3?n = DBl2(IB-BxBTx)Dr,

(7'8a) Z = Pi/2(YB+PiYfi).

Then (7.7b) takes the form

(7.8b) stfnXB = Z,

where, of course, XB is the original vector of unknowns {vmJ j at the black

points.

Unfortunately, the set of black points in G„(A) do not constitute a mesh

region as this concept is defined in §3. The difficulty arises from condition

(C.2). However, consider the coordinate system

(7.9) £ = x + ry, v = x - ry,

where, as usual, r— AxJ Ayn. Set

(7.10) AZn = A„„ = [ (AxJ2+ (Ayn)2]1'2-

The points Pmj defined by £ = mA£„jj = jAr¡n which lie inside G are precisely

the black points in G„(A) which we denote by G„(A;P). Thus in the (£; y)

coordinate system, G„(A; P) is a mesh region.

However, if Ax„ t^ Ayn, this is not an orthogonal coordinate system. But,

this need not disturb us. We may interpret the original problem in the coor-

dinate system

x1 = x,       y1 — ry.

In this orthogonal coordinate system Ax1 = Ay1. Moreover, there is an ob-

vious isomorphism between the domain G and the domain G1, the elliptic

operator M and the elliptic operator M1, etc. On the other hand, it is impor-

tant that we observe that the area of a basic rhombus of side A£ is (in

general) not Mt,nAyVn but 2Ax„Ay„. Hence, after triangulating Gn(h; B)

by drawing the horizontal (or vertical) diagonals, we must take the inner

product [f,g]n on M„(P)(the space of piecewise linear functions) as

(7.11) [f,g]n=2AxnAynZfiP)giP),        PEGn(h;B).
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The subspace X^(B) is defined as the set of all functions fE &n(B) which

vanish on dG„(A;.B).

Let Sf£ be the linear operator which maps  ¿&n°(B) into  M//ÍB) which

corresponds to the matrix — (Ax„Ay„) _1 srfn.

Lemma 8. TAe operator Sfn° is a consistent approximation to 2M° over

G„(A; B) in the sense that the conditions (3.7) and (3.7a) are met. We take R = 2.

Proof. Condition (3.7) is obvious. We turn to condition (3.7a). Let

u E CM

and vanish outside a compact set 2 G G whose distance from dG is greater

than 4(Ax + Ay). Let ixm,y¡) E G„(A; B). By retracing the steps which led

to (7.8b) we find that

(7.12) (-^°[ &])„,,= 2M„°[û]m,, + AXnAyAMlD-'Mnlù])^,

where D is the diagonal operator mapping i&n in i&„ corresponding to the

matrix Dn defined in (7.5). Hence we must only show that

(7.12a) AXnAynM°n\D-1M°n[û]} = oil).

It is an easy matter to verify that

(7.12b) (Ô-1y)raJ = [^amj+2n;mjJ    VmJ + o(1)

for all bounded pGC Thus

(7.13) AXnAynM^D-1 M°n[ù] \ = Ax„AynM„°[0 + 0],

where

(7.13a) 0 = \- a + 2rc\   ' • M[ u] G C(G)

and vanishes outside 2, and

(7.13b) ¿ = o(l)    asra->co.

However, a detailed look at M° shows that for n large enough

Ax„Ay„M°[0] = o(l)    asn-»oo

and

|AxAyM°[0]| ^XMax|0|,

where

K = 4 Max {l-a + rc}.
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Lemma 9. The operator  <//n ° is self-adjoint and the matrix SZ?n is positive

definite.

Proof. See Hageman [5, Theorem 3.1].

Lemma 10. Let stfn = Tn — Nn be the splitting of S^n corresponding to the

l-line (horizontal) Jacobi iterative method, 1^.2. This sequence of splittings

satisfies property B with

(7.14) «-,
2ac + rV

rc + - a
r

Moreover, this sequence of splittings also satisfies block property A.

Proof. See Hageman [5] for the proof that these splittings satisfy block

property A. Let u E C2(fi) vanish outside a compact set 2 EG and let

v E C(G). Then, after a tedious computation using the results of [ 5, pp. 78-

79], to determine the elements of S$n, we find that

(7.15)

where

(7.15a)

[Û, yVn0]n = AAxnAynZ !^
M

L = Z'[ßT(m,vl - V)vmM+iUmM_i]
(m)

+ Z'[&T(m,vl)vm,vl+2um,A]
(m)

+ Z'iaTL(m,vl)vm-iM+iUm,ri]
(m)

+ Z' [aTR(m,vl)vm+h,i+xumM]
(m)

and the a's and ß's satisfy, for (xm,yj) E 2,

ßT(m,j) =
r2c2

0a+rc]L
+ o(l)    asAx„^0,

(7.15b) aTR(m,j) =
2ac

{la + rc]

+ o(l)    asAx^O,

ocTR(mJ) = aTL(m,j) + o(l)    as Ax„—>0
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and the ' on the summation sign indicates that this summation is over the

black points. Thus

'-I/(7.16) 2Ax„/„= |J Qit.yjuit.yjvit.yri) d£ + o(l).

We observe that only l/l of the lines y = jAy enter into the sum (7.15). Thus

the lemma is proven.

Lemma 11. Let stfn = Tn — Nn be the splitting of srfn corresponding to the

point Jacobi iterative method. In this case the splitting does not satisfy prop-

erty A. However, from the theory of positive matrices (see [ 11]) we may deduce

that (4.15) applies. Moreover, the splitting satisfies property B with

2ac + r2c2
Q(x,y) = 2<

1
-a + re
r

Proof. Let u and v be the functions in Lemma 10. Then

(7.17) [ù,yfynû]n=2AXnAyn\Z+'E 1,
L i 2 J

where

Zi = YJ [ßTim,j)vmj+2umj-T-ßB(Tn,j)vmj_2umj]
(m.j)

+ Z'   ^RÍmJ)Vm+2jUmJ + ßLim,j)vm_2JUmj],

(7.17a) <»•»

Z2=   Z'   [<*TR(m,j)Vm+Xj + yUmj+aTL(m,j)vm-ij+iUmj]

+ Z [<XBRÍm,j)vm+yj-XumJ + aBLim,j)vm_hJ_xumj]
(m,;-)

and all the as approach aTRim,j)  as Ax„—»0 and all the ß's approach

ßAm,j) as Ax„^0.

Thus using (7.15b), we have

[&,yrnv]n = 2Ax.Ay»Z' 2^c2 + 4ac   umjvmj + o(i),

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 12. TAe operator ^° satisfies a coerciveness condition.

Proof. We use the notation which has been used implicitly in the two

preceding lemmas. That is, we write
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- AxnAyn(Sri°[u])m¡] = iaoimj) + ßo(m,j))umJ

- {aTR(m,j)um+xj+x + aTL(m,j)um_XJ+x

(7-18) 4- aBR(m,j)um+XJ_x + aBL(m,j)um_XJ_x j

- {ßT(m,j)umJ+2 + ßBim,j)umJ_2

+ ßRim,j)um+2J + ßLim,j)um_2J\,

where a0im,j) and ß0im,j) are defined by setting

(7.18a)      ocoimj) = aTRim,j) + aTLim,j) + aBRim,j) + aBL(m,j).

Using the formulas given by Hageman [5, pp. 78, 79] or by making a direct

calculation, one may verify that all the a's and all the ß's, with the possible

exception of ß0, are positive. We claim that, in fact,

(7.19) ß0(m,j) ^ ßAm,j) + ßB(m,j) + ßR(m,j) + ßL(m,j).

Suppose this has been verified. Then we may write SSn ° as

(7.20) SSn°=^+C°n,

where C°n is the operator determined by the as and &°n is the operator deter-

mined by the ß's. By construction, C°n satisfies a coerciveness condition in the

(£,7j) coordinates. And, this is sufficient for our purposes. Moreover, (7.19)

implies that ^ and C° are both negative semi-definite. Thus

|[u,^°u]n| = |[a,^a]n| + |[u,Cn°U]„|.

If

\[u,Xnui\ ZK

then, of course

|[u,Cn°u]„| ïK

and the coerciveness condition on C°n implies that Sfn° satisfies a coercive-

ness condition.

We return to the proof of (7.19). Let u0 = 1 in the interior, G„(A; P). Then,

if (xm,y¡) E G„(A; P) and all of the neighbors of (xm,y;) are also in G„(A; P),

the representation (7.12) shows that

(7.21) (^on[v])m.j = 0.

By construction,

(C„>])mj = 0.

Hence, from the definition of ^, we have
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(7.22) ßo(m,j) = ßr(m,j) + ßB(m,j) + ßR(m,j) + ßL(m,j).

For those points (xm,yj) EGn(h; B) who have at least one neighbor on

dGn(K B) one must look again at the formulas of Hageman. One easily con-

cludes that in this case

ßo(m,j) > ßr(m,j) + ßB(m,j) + ßR(m,j) + ßL(m,j).

Theorem 7. Let p„(RJ) denote the dominant eigenvalue of the point Jacobi

iterative method applied to the cyclically reduced equations (7.7b). Let pn(RJlL)

denote the dominant eigenvalue of the l-line (I 2: 2) Jacobi iterative method

applied to the cyclically reduced equation (7.7b). TAere

(7.23a) Pn(RJ) « 1 - AAxnAy„ + o(Ax„Ay„),

and

(7.23b) pn(RJil) « 1 - /AAx„Ay„ + o(Ax„Ay„),

where A is the smallest eigenvalue of

2ac + r2c2
Mu + A

1
- a
r

re

(7.24)

u = 0    in G,

u = 0   on dG,

u^O.

Proof. From the remarks following Theorem 2, we see that Lemmas 8, 9,

11, 12 and Theorem 2 imply (7.23a). Similarly, Lemmas 8, 9, 10, 12 and

Theorem 2 imply (7.23b).

Corollary. Let G be a square of side it. Let M be the Laplace operator. Let

Ax = Ay = A. TAere

,(RJlL) 4,L2l-Vh(7.25)

Proof. In this case A is the smallest eigenvalue of

Au +    - A   u = 0.

And, as is well known, if [3A/2] is denoted by Ab then

Ax = 2.

Corollary. Let G be a square of side it. Let M be the Laplace operator. Then

HV)~1-ÍA«.
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In addition to the horizontal multi-line methods for these reduced equa-

tions, one may also consider the multi-line iterative methods which arise

when we take blocks of Z-lines in the oblique directions £ = constant or

r) = constant.

Using arguments similar to those used in Lemmas 10 and 11, we obtain

the following result.

Theorem 8. Consider the l-line (£ = constant) Jacobi iterative method, 1*1.

Let p(RJlL; £) designate the dominant eigenvalue of the method. Then

P(ViL;£)~l-/A0(AxAy),        1*1,

where A0 is the smallest eigenvalue of

Mu + - ( - a + re J Au = 0    in G,

u = 0   on dG.

Remark. Observe that in this case piRJlL; £) «p(VL; v)-

Corollary. 7re the special case when M is the Laplace operator, G is a

square of side ir and Ax = Ay = A we have

piRJlL;^)^l-2lh2,       1*1.

These results have been obtained without interpreting the operator ^°

as an operator which arises in a natural way from an operator Af „ and a

"boundary" operator L°n. However, if G is a convex domain, this can be done

also. We will illustrate this remark with the case described above.

Let G be the square of side it, 0 ^ x, y ^ ir. Let M be the Laplace opera-

tor. Let

(7.26) Ax„ = Ay„ = A„ = *■/ (re + 1).

Let

(7.27) G„(A; E,B) = {(mhn,jhn); m+j m0 (mod 2), -l^m,j^n + 2\.

Set

G„(A; E,B) = j (xm,y) £ G„(A; E,B)\ 1 á m,j £ ñ],

dGa(h; E,B,0) = {(xm,y,) £ Gn(A; P,P); m -j = 0},

(7'28     ¿>G„(A; P, P, 1) = G„(A; E,B)-{ Gn(h; E, B) + dGn(h; P, P, 0)},

dGn(h; E, B) = dGn(h; E, B, 0) + dGn(h; E, B, 1).

We let /* be the usual 5-point approximation to M (see (7.2)) and define

(7.29) Jin = 2lh + AxnAyJl
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The boundary operator  ^° is defined as the  identity  on

Gnih;E,B) + dGnih;E,B,0).

The definition of i^° on d„(A; E, B, 1) is a bit complicated to describe, but

simple enough. Let

(7.30) dn(h; E, B, 1) = Sx + S2 + S3 + S< + K,

where

Sy = | ixm,yj); lz%j z%n;m= - 1 ),

S2 = {ixm,yj); l^mz% n;j= - 1},
(7.30a)

S3= \ixm,yj); 1 ^j ^ n;m = n+ 2],

S4 m [ ixm,yj); 1 z% m z% n;j = n + 2¡.

The operator Jz£ ° is taken as the identity over K. We will describe Jz^ ° over

Si and assume that the reader can make the similar definition over S2, S3 and

S4. Let 1 z% j z% n; then

(7.30b) iX°[u])~x,j = u0j+x + u0,j-x - uyj.

As usual, we set

Xn°iE, B) = j fE &niE,B);X°f=0on <?G„(A; E,B) >.

A simple computation verifies that Sfn ° is the operator mapping X°iE, B)

into &°(E,B) and

(7.31) i^n°[v])mj=iMv])m,J    if (xm,y/)E Gn(h;E,B).

It will be instructive to consider another operator related to Sfn*. Let

G„(A; E, B) be the set of black points in the plane which have neighbors in

Gn(h;B). Clearly, Gn(h;E,B) is a mesh region in the (£,v) coordinate sys-

em. We define the interior of G„(A; E, B) by

(7.32) Gn(h;E,B) = Gn(h;B).

Let the coefficients a(x,y), c(x,y) be defined over an open set Q D G so that

the operator lh defined in §5 is well defined over G„(A; E,B). Let

(7.33) ^n = 2lh + AxnAyJhD-1lh,

where D is the diagonal operator defined on G„(A; E, B) by

(7.33a) (D[v])mJ =   - (am-X/2J +am+x/2J) + r(cmJ_x/2 + cm,J+i/2)   vmJ.

Let L„ be the identity over G„(A; E,B). Let JC„\ be the operator defined
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on ¿*?(E,B) by

/fTOBM Jt?[u]= Jtn[u]    inGn(h;E,B),
(7.33b)

= 0   on dGn(KE,B).

One may easily show that Jin is a consistent approximation to 2M° and

Lemmas 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 all hold. Thus, if an(RJ) and »,(*/) denote the

dominant eigenvalues of the point and /-line (horizontal) Jacobi iterative

methods applied to the matrix associated with — Ax„ Ay„ JC„, then

<r.(V) ~pn(V)+o(AxBAyn),
(7.34)

°n(RJlL) * PÁRJlL) + o(AxnAyn),        I ^ 2.

8. Concluding remarks. In general, one cannot determine the exact value of

the quantity A which appears in our estimates. Nevertheless, in the case of

Dirichlet boundary data, one can make comparisons by considering the

variational characterization of A given in Lemma 4. Moreover, one can esti-

mate A from above and below by considering inscribed and circumscribed

rectangles and the quantities

Qmax = MaxQ(x.y),
a

(8.1)
Qnin^ Min Q(x,y).

u

In those cases where the splitting A„ = Tn — Nn satisfies block property A,

a good estimate for the p associated with the Jacobi iterative method enables

one to obtain good estimates for the optimal value of w. Using such a "good"

value for w can result in very great savings (see [12]).

Theorems 1 and 3 can be very valuable in more general situations. For

example, Theorem 1 remains valid when the sequence Gn(h) converges to G

in a somewhat weaker sense. To be exact, since the "test" function û used

in the proof of Theorem 1 has compact support 2 C G, one need not require

condition (e). Moreover, in some cases an estimate of the form (4.11) is suf-

ficient for one's needs. For example, in the so-called "model" problem, the

Laplace operator in a rectangle, one may obtain the exact formula for XÄ(1)

(see §5) by elementary means. And, as we have commented in [9], the

formulas for XÄ(A) lead one to conclude that A = 1 is probably the optimal

choice. However, this conclusion follows from the estimates (4.11) and the

exact value for \R(1). In many cases, "upper bounds" for pn may be obtained

by other methods. In such cases, the lower bounds provided by Theorems 1

and 3 may complete the picture without further efforts. For example, in the

model problem studied by Hageman [5] for the cyclically reduced equations

he found
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(8.2) ß{*ju-)<i-°h* + 0(h*).

Thus, the estimate (4.11) applied to this case gives the correct asympto-

tic formula (see §7, (7.25)).

Finally, we comment on the significance of the formulas (7.34). This

result, together with the characterization of A shows that the first term in

the asymptotic expansion for p is a geometric term and essentially insensi-

tive to the treatment of the boundary values. Indeed, one can prove that

*»(*«/) > PniRJ),

an(RJlL)>pn(RJlL),        1*2,

for all n!. Nevertheless, the first terms in the asymptotic expansions are

identical.
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